A SCIENCER CASE STUDY

SCIENCER
UNIVERSITY
white label implementation

University of Szeged

The RDI* Board of the University of
Szeged organized an event called
SZTE Virtus Vállalkozáskatalizátor
Program where they introduced our
whitelabel solution, SCIENCER
University. 150+ students generated
project ideas and worked on them
within this startup course that ran for
a year (two semesters).

SCIENCER University helps with tasks such as organization,
communication, team building and more...

the system keeps your work
safe. Users can access their
projects any time, plus they
are allowed to invite others
to join their project.

applying for roles
or looking for a
new teammate has
never been
easier...

...and the selection
process becomes
faster and easier.

SCIENCER University not only served as a social network
amongst USZ students but in the sake of matchmaking, we
allowed them to invite students to join projects from outside their
organization (other universities).
Therefore they became part of a private, professional community with
diversed knowledge - with a smooth recruitment and selection process.
*: Research & Development Innovation Board

Projects can be
filtered through
various criteria,

...And so are
members!

Our SCIENCER University product covers most
tasks related to innovation project ideas while
providing a customized, branded forefront for the
University and participants of the program.

You can store and share files, documents on your
projects or exclusively with your team, it gives an
overlook of the work and team members, facilitates
teamwork and collaboration. Features can be
customized according to unique needs.

Our main SCIENCER platform is a high-level community that gathers
organizations, professionals, advisors, investors, etc. Upon request,
we can channel your own SCIENCER University white label system
into it so you and the members of your organization get full access
to our pool of professionals.

Want to learn more?
Do you need a unique solution?
Feel free to reach out to us via email, or visit
our website!
tanacsadas@sciencer.me
www.sciencer.me

